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Introduction  

Statistics to date have always been based on the figures for the territory concerned, the reference 
framework for which was administrative boundaries. More recently, the need to study the ways in 
which the statistical units observed use the land has introduced a new approach. 

Cartography is playing an increasingly important role in statistics since, as well as giving information a 
detailed geographical reference, it provides some important tools for organising and processing data 
and so enhances both the quantitative and the qualitative use of statistics. Geographical information 
systems (GISs) are thus one of the statistical methods of the future, providing detailed references for 
the data produced and also supporting statistical production in general. 

The relationships between cartography and statistics are long established and have been fostered by 
population and housing censuses. The international recommendations for censuses stress this very 
point: “Adequate maps are needed for planning and monitoring census operations and for processing, 
presenting, analysing and disseminating their results .... Determining national and internal territorial 
boundaries and other territorial subdivisions is a basic and crucial census operation involving consid-
erable time and effort during census preparations". 

The INE began its systematic, organised use of cartography with the 1981 population and housing 
censuses (Census 81). It was clear at the time that, instead of merely using the maps available without 
further organisation, a map support model specific to statistics was needed. 

This insight prompted us to prepare and organise map supports for producing statistics, chiefly for use 
in future population and housing censuses. It was 1983 and the next censuses were scheduled for 
1991! With this in mind we designed and implemented the first geographical database for use as a 
support for statistics. Known as the Geographical Spatial Reference Database (GSRD), it supported 
the 1991 censuses throughout Portugal. 

With the boom in computer systems in the late 1980s and early 1990s, digital mapping was developed 
and brought with it a further important technological leap: mapping for statistical purposes. 

For the 2001 censuses we therefore had to update the existing cartographic database, but were also 
able to give it a new medium to assist with the updating and prepare for the construction of a geo-
graphical information system. The system was to sustain the availability and use of census data and 
incorporate further statistical information, making it both an integrator system and an aid to the produc-
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tion and dissemination of statistics. In the last three years of the 1990s we digitised and updated the 
GSRD, which is now known as the Geographical Information Reference Database (GIRD). 

The next technological leap will involve enhancing the contents of this geographical database in three 
ways: 

• keeping administrative boundaries permanently up to date and increasing the updating 
frequency of statistical boundaries; 

• setting up a linear graphic and points structure associated with a grid and showing route 
segments; 

• linking to this graphic file all alphanumeric files with statistical content, with emphasis on 
the territorial referencing of buildings. 

In addition to updating and enhancing the potential uses of the system, we are planning an alternative 
model for population and housing censuses, involving a transition from the traditional model to the use 
of administrative records. 

The transition from GSRD to GIRD 

The Geographical Spatial Reference Database (GSRD21), designed and implemented during the 
1980s, was the means of conducting the 1991 censuses and disseminating the results. For the first 
time Portugal had the first time a map support, harmonised at national level, by which census informa-
tion could be referenced down to the smallest territorial unit and with boundaries that were precise and 
identifiable from land features. 

This map infrastructure proved so popular that sales of copies as a support to detailed statistics be-
came the second largest source of revenue in the four years after census data were made available. 

The GSRD was based on the following principles: 
• the entire statistical breakdown of the territory was integrated and harmonised with the 

administrative breakdown; 
• the territory of each freguesia (the basic administrative unit) was divided into statistical 

sections bordered by stable and easily identifiable land features; 
• the territory of each statistical section was divided into statistical subsections, so that each 

well-defined land parcel with buildings constituted a basic unit in this statistical breakdown; 
• this statistical breakdown was supported by the mapping system which was the best avail-

able in terms of both scale (the largest possible) and freshness; 
• care was taken to ensure that the design of the statistical sections and subsections was 

applicable to every national territorial unit, urban or rural. 

The application of these principles during the preparation of the GSRD led us to define in detail two 
concepts which are still valid and fully usable today: 

• Statistical section – a continuous zone bordered by stable land features, belonging to a 
single freguesia and containing some 300 dwellings. The 300-dwelling value is intended as 
an acceptable size for distributing and collecting census questionnaires by the prescribed 
deadline. A freguesia with fewer than 300 dwellings still constituted a single statistical sec-
tion. 

• Statistical subsection – the smallest zone, built-up or otherwise, existing within a statisti-
cal section and bordered by land features. The definition of the statistical subsection en-
abled us to use a concept clearly applicable to every type of population (urban, rural or 
dispersed), guaranteeing that the smallest land parcel will always bear the same designa-
tion. A place is always a subsection or a set of subsections. The statistical subsection may 
or may not contain dwellings. 
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Following the 1991 census, therefore, Portugal had census data broken down by administrative and 
statistical structure, as follows: 

• Portugal  
• NUTS I – 3 
• NUTS II – 7 
• NUTS III – 30 
• NUTS IV – 305 concelhos 
• NUTS V – 4208 freguesias 
• Statistical section – 13709 
• Statistical subsection – 107082 
• Localities – 27974 

The numerical identification system for statistical sections and subsections also identifies the adminis-
trative unit, as follows: 

• Distrito – 2 digits, in the country 
• Concelho – 2 digits, in the Distrito 
• Freguesia – 2 digits, in the Concelho 
• Statistical section – 3 digits, in the Freguesia 
• Statistical subsection – 2 digits within the statistical section + 4 digits for the locality to 

which the subsection belongs. 

Each statistical subsection is identified on the basis of this 15-digit sequence, which covers both the 
administrative and the statistical breakdowns. 

The Distrito belonged to the former administrative division of the territory, also used for statistical pur-
poses, and was made up of a set of concelhos. Levels I, II and III of the NUTS classification all use the 
concelho as the base unit.  It is therefore still possible to change from the Distrito/Concelho classifica-
tion to the NUTS/Concelho classification. We have used the Distrito/Concelho classification because it 
involves fewer digits (4 compared with 8 in NUTS). 

The medium for this map infrastructure was a set of transparent paper matrices (Reprolar) from which 
paper copies were made in order to assist data collection with the section and subsection references. 
The matrices were also used to make copies for sale to users of statistics wishing to analyse in more 
detail the alphanumeric information available, concentrating on Census 2001 data. 

Constructing the GIRD 

The construction of the Geographical Information Reference Database (GIRD) is closely associated 
with the preparations for Census 2001 and the INE's wish to support the production and dissemination 
of data by means of a geographical information system. 

It has always been thought that a transition was needed from the analogue GSRD medium to a digital 
GIRD medium, providing comparability between the two infrastructures for identifying the territory. To 
do this we retained the entire conceptual approach of the GSRD as well as the principles of the nu-
merical identification of statistical sections and subsections. 

The strategy adopted was thus construct the GIRD by digitising the GSRD in order to establish an 
intrinsic and upwardly compatible relationship between the two geographical databases. This has en-
abled us from 1991 to record changes in the use of the land observed on the basis of the two census 
years (1991 and 2001). 

The steps followed ranged from the digitisation of the GSRD to the current land use, which will be 
observed more exhaustively when the next censuses take place. 

Digitisation of the GSRD 

For most of the 308 concelhos, the GSRD was digitised with the help of the 1/25000 map of the Army 
Geographical Institute (IGeoE), the only one available at national level in a digital medium. The great 
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exceptions were the Lisbon Region and the Tage Valley (NUTS II), for which there was a 1999 version 
on a scale of 1/10000; apart from this region, it was possible to use the digitisation already carried out 
in some concelhos and to digitise the GSRD on the basis of this fundamental mapping. 

The digitisation involved incorporating the administrative and statistical boundaries of the GSRD in the 
existing digital maps; where land features used as boundaries in the GSRD had changed, the bounda-
ries were extended to the nearest current feature. 

This work was completed at the end of 1999 and the basic mapping system used for the whole of Por-
tugal derives from aerial photography subsequent to 1995, with a significant part derived from flights in 
1998 and 1999. 

First editing phase 

During the first editing phase, carried out entirely in our offices, we updated the land use records in 
according to with the image produced by the new basic mapping system. New statistical subsections 
were therefore determined and a proposal for aggregating several subsections so as to form sections 
containing some 300 dwellings was also produced. 

After this editing phase we made “plots” (paper copies) to assist on-site checking of the statistical and 
administrative limits shown in the digital version. 

Local checking 

Local checks on the proposal for the new geographical database were made during 1998, 1999 and 
2000 by specialist INE staff. Administrative and statistical boundaries were checked and frequently 
updated, and the dwellings in numerous subsections were recounted to ensure that there were 
roughly 300 in each. 

Checking the administrative boundaries was a very demanding task, since most administrative 
boundaries in Portugal are marked on small-scale maps, so that an on-site examination reveals many 
to be imprecise and some to be open to dispute. The legislation on the 2001 census (Decree-Law No 
143 of 15 July 2000) regulates such conflicts by requiring a "census frontier" following the line of the 
nearest land feature to be marked. Despite this, most conflicts have been solved by dialogue with the 
local authorities, so that the administrative boundaries of the GIRD will provide some of the most accu-
rate on-site measurements and be the digital boundary system with the highest degree of consensus 
in Portugal. 

Final editing 

The last editing phase was based on data derived from the local checking procedure described above. 

During this phase we finally completed the delimitation of the subsections and aggregated them so as 
to form statistical sections with a number of dwellings close to the reference number (300). This final 
identification of statistical sections and subsections involved recoding many of them, either because 
they did not exist in the GSRD (newly-formed districts, for example), or because parts had to be incor-
porated in other sections because of a growth in numbers of dwellings. 

Use of the gird in the 2001 Censuses 

As in 1991, the entire collection of 2001 census questionnaires will be based on the administrative and 
statistical structural division supported by the GIRD, which means that the censuses use the whole 
numerical identification of the precoded zones. 

Given the high degree of freshness provided by up-to-date mapping when the geographical database 
was constructed, we anticipate no major changes in the structure of statistical sections and subsec-
tions; only a few isolated instances of growth in certain localities might justify the creation of new sub-
sections arising from new districts in areas urbanised in the last two years, which might not have been 
predicted while checking with the local authorities. 
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Fieldwork support for the 2001 censuses 

Although it is not yet possible to put forward definitive figures because the GIRD is not yet complete in 
some concelhos, Portugal is to be divided into 133 000 statistical subsections and some 15 700 statis-
tical sections  increases of 25% and 15% respectively over 1991. 

The fieldwork for the 2001 censuses will be supported by two types of map derived from the GIRD: 

 
• The Freguesia panoramic-profile map, showing the boundaries and serial numbers of all 

statistical sections in the freguesia concerned. It is a working tool for the Freguesia coordi-
nator and enables the enumerators to identify the sections and freguesias adjoining their 
sections. 

 

Figure 1 
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• The Section panoramic-profile map, enabling enumerators to identify the boundaries of 
all statistical subsections in the section concerned. It also contains all the numerical codes 
to be used for completing the questionnaires for each subsection. 

 

 

Figure 2 

 

The difference between the GSRD and GIRD media 
In addition to the digital component of the GIRD and the range of advantages this brings, above all the construc-
tion of a GIS, there are substantial differences in the quality of the maps to be used for the 2001 censuses, as 
illustrated below: 
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Figure 3 -  Map support image used in 1991: a section and its subsections 

 

 

Figure 4 – Final GIRD image of the area shown in Figure 3 

 

The following advantages should be noted:  
• the land features shown on the above map are up to date; 
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• the larger number of statistical subsections provides more detail; 
• colour enhances the view of the human installations occupying the land. 

Numerical identification of the 2001 census questionnaires 

The numerical identification of the questionnaires involves the successive integration of each statistical 
unit in the next level up. 

The 2001 census data will be collected with the help of specific questionnaires which are autonomous 
for each primary statistical unit observed (building, dwelling, household and individual). 

The identification code for the subsection, marked on all questionnaires collected, is numbered hierar-
chically as follows: 

• buildings are numbered 1 to N within the statistical subsection; 
• dwellings are numbered 1 to N within the building; 
• households are numbered 1 to N within the dwelling; 
• individuals are numbered 1 to N within the family. 

This numbering system identifies each questionnaire systematically and completely, regardless of any 
errors or losses during fieldwork. 

Comparative analysis of 1991 and 2001 

As stated above, constructing graphic and alphanumeric time series was one of our chief concerns 
once we began preparing the GIRD. 

As well as comparing alphanumeric data, we had to ensure that the areas being compared were 
equivalent on the basis of the minimum geographical unit (the statistical subsection), so that succes-
sive aggregations can be made and there is lasting comparability. 

Major land changes have taken place in the past ten years, and a far higher-quality map support for 
2001 will make direct equivalence between the 1991 and 2001 subsections more problematical, above 
all because of the increase in subsections. 

To enable a comparative analysis to be made between equivalent areas in 1991 and 2001 we com-
piled an “Avenue” software package to perform successive aggregations of subsections in order to 
arrive at the “common minimum base (CMB)”, an area consisting of contiguous 2001 subsections, up 
to the exact number enabling a precisely equal area in 1991 to be found; once this has been done, it is 
necessary only to aggregate the corresponding alphanumeric data and to make the corresponding 
analyses. If the limits of a 1991 subsection are identical to those of 2001, this software does not have 
to be used. 

With the three images below it is possible to check from an area existing in 1991 (Figure 5) that it was 
divided in 2001 (Figure 6) and how the CMB was compiled for this area (Figure 7). 
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Figure 5 – GSRD configuration Figure 6 – GIRD Configuration Figure 7 – CMB Configuration 

The GIRD as a dissemination support for 2001 census data 

Since 1991 the demand for map supports as a statistical reference has increased significantly, above 
all as a result of a growing number of detailed studies of small areas (districts, localities and fregue-
sias). Even if these studies are carried out in areas larger than those indicated earlier, such as the 
concelho, it is essential to know the geographical limits of the base units into which the territory has 
been divided, so as to identify certain dominant population or housing characteristics in certain areas 
(size and ownership of dwellings, specific socio-economic population groups, levels of professional 
specialisation, living standards, etc.). 

With the digitisation of the map support there is now enormous potential for combining alphanumeric 
and geographical information, and the INE sees the need to make available those products that are 
already developed, in which the link between the two types of file is already established, so as to facili-
tate direct consultation and processing by users. 

Apart from offering autonomous access to geographical and alphanumeric information in a magnetic 
medium or on paper, 2001 census data will be disseminated with the geographical support in the form 
of two electronic products: 

• A CD-ROM model to be made available as a physical CD-ROM or via the Internet; 
• an auto-tabulation database on the Internet. 

The CD-ROM is to include data on the entire modern census series in Portugal  14 population and 
four housing censuses (from 1864 to 2001)  and its contents will be structured as follows: 

• an independent data set for each census from 1864 to 2001; 
• a series of data comparable between all censuses; 
• a further series of comparable data for the censuses from 1981 to 2001, giving high tech-

nical consistency between the three censuses; the databases are to be available in an 
electronic medium; 

• a series of comparable data for the 1991 and 2001 censuses, supported by a geo-
graphical information system, made possible by the digitised geographical data-
bases on the two censuses.  

The comparability of the map supports for 1991 and 2001 and the digitisation mean that the entire 
demand and processing system for the data on these two years could be done by land search. In ad-
dition to the search process, this CD-ROM component contains many variables (150) integrated in the 
form of a geographical information system, which will permit localised, upwardly compatible analyses 
of the two censuses using the entire administrative and statistical boundary structure. 

The auto-tabulation database is intended primarily for users with Internet access and enough knowl-
edge to cross-reference their own data instead of asking the INE to do it. The database will contain the 
2001 geographical and alphanumeric information in the form of geographical information system and 
will deal only with definitive results, so using the entire administrative and statistical boundary struc-
ture. Given the recent digitisation of the mapping (GSRD), the 1991 database may also be made 
available in the same form, enabling users to compare the two censuses. 
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The only restriction on the use of these data will be the confidentiality of individual data. We are study-
ing trunkage alternatives for certain attributes of each variable, to ensure that it is impossible to ascer-
tain the data on fewer than three statistical units to a certain level of geographical breakdown. 

The future 

We are aware that the technology currently available offers statistical production and dissemination 
possibilities that did not exist in the recent past. 

However, the requirements of users of statistics who responded to surveys of the statistical system 
and politicians are sometimes contradictory: 

• users are demanding more and more information of ever higher quality in terms of content 
and relevance, but they do not want to pay more for it; 

• interviewees want the burden of response to statistical questionnaires to be alleviated, and 
changing lifestyles are making data collection ever more difficult; 

• politicians show solidarity with users and probably also with interviewees, but their prime 
concern is the rising costs associated with user requirements; however, in view of the po-
tential risk of violation of privacy, they have reservations about the use of administrative 
data to save costs. 

More and more countries are faced with these contradictions, particularly where population and hous-
ing censuses are concerned. Alternatives need to be planned ahead before we are overtaken by force 
majeure. 

The concern underlying the 2001 censuses in Portugal is therefore to find an alternative to the tradi-
tional census approach. This is set out in Chapter 3.1.2 of the Global Census Programme 2001 and 
obliges the INE to submit to the Statistical Council, before the final report on the 2001 censuses, a 
census feasibility study proposing different methods from that used in 2001. 

It is therefore important to develop a GIS for two purposes: 
• to set up an infrastructure which will increase the use and usefulness of the existing statis-

tics; 
• to input a data set offering alternative ways of carrying out certain statistical operations, 

such as population and housing censuses. 

The GIS must therefore be conceived as a tool for developing and restructuring the statistical function, 
since the statistical information of the future will at the same time be geographical information. 

The near future 

The development of the GIS in the near future will involve: 
• incorporating data from other sources and linking them to the GIRD codes; 
• points and segments referencing of buildings on the basis of 2001 census data; this pro-

ject will begin with the statistical sections in the parent sample and will be extended to 
other areas as experience is gained; 

• extending the buildings referencing to all statistical sections, using the existing protocols 
with post offices and town halls; 

• extending the geographical buildings referencing to the dwellings concerned, based on 
2001 census data and assuming that a duly validated dwellings file has been drawn up; 

• incorporating the GIRD structure in local administrative processes, for use particularly 
when new dwellings are to be constructed and geographical referencing is used for the in-
stallation of equipment such as water meters, planning permission procedures, etc. 

The central aim of these activities means constructing an infrastructure common to all involved in the 
production and dissemination of statistics, so that mutual interests and the information held by all par-
ties yield a product with high added value. 
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The role of GISs in the development of population and housing censuses 

Most of the potential alternative approaches to the production of census statistics involve the use of 
administrative data, either as an exclusive data source or as a partial source supplemented by surveys 
of variables which are missing or of doubtful quality. 

The local authorities will still play a crucial role in this potential alternative to traditional census meth-
ods by possessing or checking local administrative data, which are a privileged source particularly 
when they are directly relevant to local administrative activities. The prime examples may be dwell-
ings, as the units supplied with water and electricity, construction and demolition permits and new 
housing developments and installations. 

A new form of involvement of local authorities will inevitably arise from the increased use of large-
scale digital mapping in day-to-day management, which will lead to local GISs and all the benefits 
these will bring for institutions using working methods compatible with these infrastructures. 

The development of local GISs with referenced buildings, dwellings and other installations should con-
stitute a powerful support tool for the coming changes to the conduct of censuses. 

 


